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ABSTRACT 
  
PURPOSE 
To evaluate multi-parametric modeling on imaging textures from contrast-enhanced, multiphasic 
computed tomography (CT) for identification of Kirsten rat sarcoma (KRAS) gene mutations in 
metastatic colon cancer to the liver. 
  
METHOD AND MATERIALS 
This retrospective study included 99 patients diagnosed histologically with colon cancer: 51 
KRAS wild-type and 48 KRAS gene mutation. Matched-size regions of interest (ROIs) were 
drawn over viable tumor and unaffected background liver on multiphase CT. Paired ROIs were 
spatially rescaled, intensity-normalized, and then analyzed using 3 Texture Algorithms: GLCM, 
LBP, and Gabor. Feature selection method was based on KNN classifier and DEFS (Differential 
Evolution-based Feature Selection). For each of the 30 independent experiments, patients were 
randomly allocated into training (n = 79) and testing (n = 20) datasets to develop predictive 
models for KRAS gene mutation. Classification models were generated based on: 1) All features; 
and 2) Selected features as per DEFS. 
  
RESULTS 
Predictive models utilizing all 56 features (13 GLCM, 26 LBP, and 14 Gabor) resulted in an 
average accuracy/sensitivity/specificity of 61/54/62%; ranging from a single best model 
(80/80/90%) to a single worst model (35/20/20%). Predictive models utilizing a DEFS optimized 
3-feature subset resulted in average accuracy/sensitivity/specificity of 89/80/84%; ranging from a 
single best model (95/92/96%) to a single worst model (80/68/68%). Among the three texture 
algorithms, LBP provided better discriminatory power compared to GLCM and Gabor. 
  
CONCLUSION 
Utilizing advanced analytics with machine learning techniques (CTTA and DEFS selection 
analysis), multi-textural data obtained from conventional, multiphase CT images has the 
capability to detect a therapeutically relevant genetic aberration (KRAS mutation) in metastatic 
colon cancer with high accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This study investigates whether certain combinations of textural features in CT imaging may be 
used to identify the presence of Kirsten rat sarcoma (KRAS) gene mutations in metastatic 
colorectal cancer. 
 
This will be a retrospective review of patients who received both a genetic testing and textural 
analysis to confirm or exclude diagnosis of KRAS mutations in metastatic colorectal cancer. 
Data gathered from these tests will be analyzed to indicate whether textural analysis can 
determine the presence of the KRAS mutation with high sensitivity and specificity. This study 
will compare different methods of textural analysis (the utilization of all textural features vs. 
machine-learning optimized feature selection) to determine which form can most accurately 
identify the KRAS genetic mutation. 
 
Colorectal Cancer 
Colorectal cancer is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer in males and second in females. 
50,630 Americans die of CRC annually, which is 8% of all cancer deaths. The most common 
sites for metastatic colorectal cancer are the liver, lungs, and the peritoneum. Due to its venous 
drainage, the first site of hematogenous dissemination is usually the liver.  
 
Activating mutations in KRAS are detected in approximately 40% of metastatic colorectal 
cancers. These mutations result in resistance to anti-EGFR therapy. The American Society of 
Clinical Oncology (ASCO) recommends that all patients who are candidates for anti-EGFR 
therapy should have their tumor tested for mutations in KRAS. 
 
Textural Analysis 
Textural Analysis (TA) is a novel image analysis methodology that evaluates very specific 
features and patterns within individual tumor lesions obtained from standard radiology scans. 
Each pixel analyzed is classified as a “texture.” Texture patterns may be based off of perceived 
lightness, uniformity, density, roughness, regularity, linearity, frequency, phase, directionality, 
coarseness, randomness, fineness, etc.. Traditionally, radiologists or technicians would analyze 
imaging with the naked eye; by implementing textural analysis into the workflow of the 
radiologist, this would allow them to look for features not observed by the common eye, such as 



different tumor markers. With an established textural analysis workflow, the results for genetic 
testing can be provided within hours, rather than days. 
 
Textural analysis has already proven to be successful in diagnosing other conditions. For 
example, in a 2003 study, researchers from the University of Hull were able to improve breast 
lesion discrimination with a diagnostic accuracy of Az = 0.92.4 Textural analysis may also assist 
in determining the prognosis of a patient. In a 2012 study, researchers from Kings College in 
London determined that abnormal textural features found within non-small cell lung cancer 
indicated a poorer prognosis. 
 

 
Figure 1: Sample of texture data aggregated from imaging 

 
Textural Analysis Features  
A key aspect in the evaluation of textural analysis is the use of features. In the process of 
conducting textural analysis, data is computed into numerical values and then categorized (by 
features) to provide information in the form of physical properties. To increase the accuracy of 
the results, it is crucial to identify the most relevant features and the sensitivity of these features. 
There are different feature selection methods, which identify different features important in 
textural analysis. In this project, we will compare GLCM, LBP, and Gabor to determine which 
one of these feature selection methods identifies the KRAS genetic mutation with the highest 
specificity and sensitivity.  
 
An example of a feature selection method to be used is LBP. LBP divides an image into different 
cells, consisting of 16 x 16 pixels in each cell. For each pixel in the cell, it compares the pixel to 
each of its 8 neighbors (on its left-top, left-middle, left-bottom, right-top, etc.). In comparing a 
pixel to its neighbors, it prescribes a binary number of 0 (if the examined pixel is greater than the 
neighboring pixels in the quality being measured) or 1 (if the examined pixel is less than its 
neighboring pixels in the quality being measured) to this pixel. 
 
 
 
 



METHODS 
 
For this retrospective study, a patient list of 99 patients (collected from 2016-2018) diagnosed 
histologically with colorectal cancer (51 with the wild type KRAS gene and 48 with the KRAS 
gene mutation) was aggregated and sent by the pathology associates and the Mayo Clinic.  
Included in this list were patient medical record number, date of diagnosis, and date of imaging. 
The patient list was anonymized at this time. 
● Inclusion Criteria: patients with colorectal cancer who have identified whether or not 

KRAS gene mutation is present. 
● Exclusion Criteria: patients who did not have KRAS gene status identified. 

 
Three phases of imaging for each patient were downloaded to ultimately obtain regions of 
interest. Matched-size regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn over viable tumor and unaffected 
background liver on multiphase CT. Image J software was used to identify ROIs. Paired ROIs 
were spatially rescaled, intensity-normalized, and then analyzed using 3 texture algorithms: 
GLCM, LBP, and GABOR. Feature selection method was based on KNN classifier and DEFS 
(Differential Evolution-based Feature Selection).  
● GLCM: 13 features 
● LBP: 26 features 
● Gabor: 14 features 

 

 
Figure 2: Example of ROI collected 

 
For textural analysis, the 99 patients were divided into 2 data sets: the training dataset (79 
patients) and the testing dataset (20 patients). For each experiment, the samples for training (79) 
were randomly selected and the remaining (20) were for testing. Textural analysis was either 



optimized to detect 1) all features from GLCM, LBP, and GABOR or 2) 3 optimized selected 
features as per DEFS (Differential Evolution-based feature selection). The training datasets were 
needed for the DEFS algorithm to be able to identify which 3 features would be the best for 
identifying the KRAS. The data collected from this would compare whether 1) all features or 3) 
DEFS-optimized feature selection could more accurately detect the KRAS genetic mutation. 
genetic mutation.  
 
RESULTS 
 
Predictive models utilizing all 56 features (13 GLCM, 26 LBP, and 14 Gabor) resulted in an 
average accuracy/sensitivity/specificity of 61/54/62%; ranging from a single best model 
(80/80/90%) to a single worst model (35/20/20%). Predictive models utilizing a DEFS 3-feature 
subset (30 runs) resulted in average accuracy/sensitivity/specificity of 89/80/84%; ranging from 
a single best model (95/92/96%) to a single worst model (80/68/68%). Among the three texture 
algorithms, LBP provided better discriminatory power compared to GLCM and Gabor. 
 
Table 1: Results segmented by use of ALL FEATURES or DEFS optimized 3-feature subset 

Algorithms Accuracy Sensitivity Specificit
y 

ALL 
features 

Average 61% 54% 62% 

Best 80% 80% 90% 

Worst 35% 20% 20% 

DEFS Average 89% 80% 84% 

Best 95% 92% 96% 

Worst 80% 68% 68% 

Average’ results are obtained over 30 runs using different training datasets and testing datasets; 
‘DEFS’ is the feature selection method using only 3 selected features for classification; 
‘ALL’ results are obtained using all the features (i.e. 56 features). 



Table 2: An example of different feature subsets that were selected by DEFS; LBP showing the 
highest discriminatory power 

Number of 
features 

Feature subsets Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity 

1 {‘LBP_00’} or {‘LBP_24’} 75% 60%(LBP_00); 
70%(LBP_24). 

90%(LBP_00) 
80%(LBP_24) 

2 {‘Gabor_Std_3.0_0.1’, ‘Gabor_Std_3.0_0.3’} 85% 100% 70% 

2 {‘LBP_22’, ‘LBP_24’} 80% 80% 80% 
3 {‘LBP_10’, ‘LBP_22’, ‘LBP_24’ }or 

{‘LBP_12’, ‘LBP_22’, ‘LBP_24’ }or 
{‘LBP_15’, ‘LBP_22’, ‘LBP_24’ }or 
{‘LBP_18’, ‘LBP_22’, ‘LBP_24’ } 

90%  90% 90% 

All  53 features 80% 90% 70% 
 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
Utilizing advanced analytics with machine learning techniques (CTTA and DEFS selection 
analysis), multi-textural data obtained from conventional, multiphase CT images has the 
capability to detect a therapeutically relevant genetic aberration (KRAS mutation) in metastatic 
colon cancer with high accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. Of the 3 feature selection methods, 
LBP provided the highest discriminatory power. 
 
Currently, KRAS status determination requires a biopsy as well as tissue analysis in a CLIA 
certified laboratory, incurring high cost and treatment delay. A rapid, noninvasive assay (eg, 
CTTA) can improve patient management by facilitating selection of appropriate targeted therapy 
in a timely manner. 
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